Circle L Rescue
4980 S 445 Road Salina, OK 74365
918-964-9560
CircleLRescue@gmail.com
a 501c3 non-profit organization

Foster Application & Contract
Applicant Name ____________________________________________________________________________
Physical Address ___________________________________________________________________________
Mailing Address ____________________________________________________________________________
Primary Phone Number ______________________________________mobile? YES NO
Secondary Phone Number ____________________________________mobile? YES NO
Applying to foster

HORSE

DOG

CAT

OTHER________________________

(please circle one)

How many animals do you currently own? Please list quantity by species, as well as genders & ages.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Have you ever been investigated or charged with animal abuse or neglect?

YES

NO

(if yes, please explain the outcome below)

__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Primary Veterinarian ________________________________________________________________________
(name, location & phone number)

Farrier ____________________________________________________________________________________
(name, location & phone number)

Are your animals kept UTD on all vaccinations and wormings?
YES
Do you have secured fencing, structures and shelter for this animal?

NO
YES

NO

(please describe in the space below)

__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Provide two personal references and current phone numbers:
1. ________________________________________________________________________________________
2. ______________________________________________________________________________
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Rights & Responsibilities
As a foster you will be expected to provide quality care to the animal(s) being placed with you. You have the
right and responsibility to seek emergency medical care at a pre-approved veterinary clinic, should it be
necessary; Circle L Rescue is to be informed IMMEDIATELY if an emergency situation arises. Below is a list
of responsibilities that you, as a foster, are agreeing to by signing and submitting this application.

I will:
Provide weekly photos/videos of the animal's progress for CLR staff to share on social media.
Bring the animal to a minimum of one approved adoption event each month.
Work on house breaking and basic commands (sit, down, etc...).
Provide adequate socialization with other animals (various species as are available to the foster).

I will NOT:
Arrange for transport or transfer of the animal to another facility, person or persons without the direct approval
of Circle L Rescue (any such action may be subject to legal action, as this is considered theft of an animal).
Arrange for any NON-EMERGENCY medical care of the animal (any medical care provided without the direct,
prearranged approval of Circle L Rescue will be done at the expense of the foster).
Dictate procedure or process of interaction between the animal and potential adopters and their family members
(this includes introductions to any animals currently in the home).

Any violation of these rights and responsibilities may
result in the removal of the animal from the care of
the foster and/or the removal of the foster from
our list of caregivers.
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DISCLOSURE & CONTRACT

If applying via email, please include a minimum of (2) two pictures of where the animal will be kept.
Circle L Rescue makes no guarantees or warranties regarding the demeanor, actions or health of the animal
once adopted. Circle L Rescue is not liable for any damages, injuries, illness or death. Please note we cannot
guarantee that the animal’s behavior will remain the same after leaving the Rescue. We can only state what we
have personally observed during the rehabilitation process, and their stay at Circle L Rescue.
All applicants may be subjected to a home visit, prior to foster approval.
Foster applicant stipulates they:
 Will provide all necessary food & supplements
 Will need Circle L Rescue to provide food & supplements
 Will provide all necessary transport for the animal
 Will need Circle L Rescue to provide all necessary transport for the animal
By fostering an animal for Circle L Rescue, you may have the ability for preferential treatment, if the animal
becomes available for adoption. The foster relationship with Circle L Rescue, relies heavily on effective
communication. It is essential any behavioral notations, injuries, illnesses or the like, be communicated to
Circle L Rescue in a timely fashion.
Circle L Rescue cannot provide any guarantee as to the possible outcome of legal investigations, lawsuits, or
other legal matters involving animals in our care. As a caretaker to an animal in the care and custody of Circle L
Rescue, additional documentation or notations may be requested, as part of the animal’s recovery and
rehabilitation process.
Your signature below gives Circle L Rescue and/or associates permission to contact your personal references,
veterinarian, and any other professional reference provided, and indicates you agree fully to all terms and
conditions, as outlined above.

____________________________________________________________
applicant signature

________________________
date

____________________________________________________________
Circle L Rescue representative

________________________
date
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